Abstract. Given two compact sets, E and F , on the unit circle, we study the class of subharmonic functions on the unit disk which can grow at the direction of E and F (sets of singularities) at different rate. The main result concerns the Blaschke-type condition for the Riesz measure of such functions. The optimal character of such condition is demonstrated.
Introduction
In 1915, around a century ago, a seminal paper (6-pages note!) [2] by W. Blaschke came out. A condition widely known nowadays as the Blaschke condition for zeros of bounded analytic functions on the unit disk D (0.1)
(1 − |ζ|) < ∞ was announced in this gem of Complex Analysis. Around 50 years ago both the authors learned about the Blaschke condition from VK, being his graduate students.
It is not our intention reviewing a vast literature with various refinements and far reaching extensions of (0.1), which appeared since then. We mention only that in all such extensions the majorants of the (unbounded) functions in question were radial, that is, they depended on the absolute value of the argument. In other words, the function was allowed to grow uniformly near the unit circle T.
We came across functions with non-radial growth for the first time in a result of Killip and Simon [12, Theorem 2.8] , where this bound looked (0. 2) log |L(z, J)| ≤ C |z 2 − 1| 2 , z ∈ D.
In the spectral theory setting of this paper the function L (the perturbation determinant) turned out to belong to the Nevanlinna class, so its zeros satisfied (0.1).
The question arose naturally what one could say about the zeros of a generic function which can grow at the directions toward some selected compact sets on T (we refer to these sets as the sets of singularities). For example, in (0.2) this set is E = {±1}. The study of such functions and their zero sets was initiated in [3, 4] for analytic functions, and in [6, 7] for subharmonic functions on D. To remain closer to the main subject of our paper -functions with two sets of singularities on T -we mention two results from the preceding papers.
Given a compact set F ⊂ T, denote by ρ F (w) the Euclidian distance from a point w ∈ C to the set F . Recall the following quantitative characteristic of F known as the Ahern-Clark type [1] α(F ) := sup{α ∈ R : m ζ ∈ T : ρ F (ζ) < x = O(x α ), x → +0}, m(A) is the normalized Lebesgue measure of a set A.
The first aforementioned result is a particular case of [4, Theorem 0.3] . Theorem A. Given a compact set F ⊂ T, let an analytic function f on D, |f (0)| = 1, satisfy the growth condition
Then for each ε > 0 there is a positive number C = C(F, p, q, ε) so that the Blaschke-type condition holds for the zero set
As it was pointed out in [6] , the natural setting of the problem in question is the set of subharmonic functions of special growth. The analogue of the Blaschke condition involves then the Riesz measure (generalized Laplacian) of the corresponding function.
The second result is a particular case n = 2 of [7, Theorem 5] . Let E and F be two arbitrary compact sets on T. We define a class S p,q (E, F ) of subharmonic on D functions v, which satisfy
Theorem B. Given two disjoint compact sets E, F ⊂ T, let a subharmonic function v ∈ S p,q (E, F ). Then for each ε > 0 the following Blaschketype condition holds for the Riesz measure µ of v
Both the above results actually deal with two sets of singularities, and each case is extreme in a sense. Precisely, such sets are E = T and F in Theorem A, and the disjoint sets E and F in Theorem B. The goal of this paper is to study the case of two generic compact sets which come up as the sets of singularities of a subharmonic function v subject to some special growth condition.
We impose certain restrictions on E and F in the form of "integrability" of the products
Here is our main result.
1
Theorem 0.1. Given two compact sets E and F on T subject to (0.4), let a subharmonic function v, v(0) ≥ 0, with the Riesz measure µ, belong to S p,q (E, F ). (i). If both 0 ≤ a < p and 0 ≤ b < q hold, then for each ε > 0 there is a constant C = C(p, q, a, b, ε) so that
The procedure we suggest for solving the problem under consideration is pursued in three steps.
Step 1. Given a function v ∈ S p,q (E, F ), we find a domain Ω ⊂ D so that v has a harmonic majorant, i.e., the harmonic function U exists with v ≤ U on Ω. By the Riesz representation, see, e.g., [14, Theorem 4.5.4 ], which will feature prominently in what follows,
Here u is the least harmonic majorant for v, µ the Riesz measure of v, G Ω the Green's function for Ω
h Ω is the solution to the Dirichlet problem on Ω for the boundary value
If Ω contains the origin, and v(0) ≥ 0, we have from (0.7) with z = 0
Step 2. We apply the lower bound for the Green's function of the type
1 The case of more general conditions on a function v and its associated measure was considered in the papers [10] , [11] , but these conditions do not look as clear as ours.
Step 3. To go over to the integration over the whole unit disk, we invoke a new two-dimensional version of the well-known "layer cake representation" (LCR) theorem, see Proposition 1.8.
In the simplest case when Ω = D (see Theorem 2.1 below) the Green's function is
so we come to the Blaschke condition for µ of the form (0.9)
We proceed as follows. In Section 1 we gather a collection of auxiliary facts on the harmonic measure and majorants, the bounds from below for the Green's function and LCR theorems. The main result is proved in Section 2. We also demonstrate its optimal character in Theorem 2.7. 
where α is the angle subtended at λ by the arc γ. Let ζ ′ ∈ T, and 0 < t < 1. We put
It is clear, that ω is constant on Γ (it is constant on each arc of a circle that passes through the endpoints of γ). An elementary geometry provides the formula
So, there is a uniform bound from below for the harmonic measure of γ on Γ
To proceed further, given a compact set K ⊂ T, denote by
the Euclidian distance from w to K. Consider the sets on the unit circle
Note that K t and K ′ t are finite unions of disjoint closed arcs.
But, by definition, K t ⊃ γ t (ζ ′ ) for each ζ ′ ∈ K, so monotonicity of the harmonic measure yields
Let us now turn to the upper bounds for the harmonic measure of K t . For a compact set K on T and 0 < t < 1, the open set
can be disconnected even for simple K. We denote by Ω t (K) the connected component of D t (K) that contains the origin. Clearly, Ω t (K) = ∅ for t ≥ 1.
In view of connectedness, it is easy to verify that
The following result will be helpful later on. Proposition 1.2. Given a compact set K ⊂ T, and s > 0, one has
Proof. Clearly,
and we wish to show that the set on the left side is actually a subset of the connected component of the set on the right side that contains the origin. The argument relies on a simple inequality, which we apply repeatedly throughout the paper
Indeed, by the triangle inequality ρ K (z) ≤ ρ K (rz) + |rz − z|, and so
as claimed. It follows from (1.9) that ρ K (rz) > s/2 for all 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 as soon as ρ K (z) > s. In other words, the whole closed interval
and so z ∈ Ω s/2 (K), as needed. Proposition 1.3. Given a number l ∈ (0, 1), put k := πl −1 + 1. Then the following inequality holds for t < k −1
Proof. If 1 − |λ| > tl −1 , inequality (1.10) obviously holds. So we assume in what follows that
For λ = |λ|e ıθ ∈ Ω kt (K), and ζ = e iϕ ∈ K t , the Poisson integral representation for the harmonic measure reads
Hence (1.11) implies
Going back to the Poisson integral, we see that
or, in view of (1.11),
An elementary calculation shows that π 4 kl kl − 1 1 k − 1 − l −1 < l, and (1.10) follows.
1.2.
Lower bounds for Green's functions. Under a Green's function of the domain Ω t (K) with singularity z we mean a nonnegative function of the form
where h t is the solution to the Dirichlet problem on Ω t (K) for the boundary value (1.14)
Such function exists and is unique, as the boundary ∂Ω t (K) is a non-polar set, see, e.g., [14] . The problem we address here is to obtain a lower bound for G t (0, ·) in a smaller domain Ω τ (K) with an appropriate τ > t.
Proposition 1.4. The Green's function G t (0, ·) for the domain Ω t (K) with singularity at the origin and 0 < t < (12π + 1) −1 admits the lower bound
Proof. Since
one has
Now, the upper bound (1.10) with l = 1/12 and k = 12π + 1 yields
and so
as needed.
So far we have been dealing with one compact set K. Keeping in mind the main topic of the paper, consider the intersection
where E and F are compact sets on the unit circle, 0 < t, s < 1. Denote by Ω t,s the connected component of this open set (or, that is the same, the connected component of Ω t (E) ∩ Ω s (F )) so that 0 ∈ Ω t,s . Clearly, Ω t,s = ∅ for max{t, s} ≥ 1. It is not hard to check that
can be verified in exactly the same way as (1.8) in Proposition 1.2. We complete with the lower bound for the Green's function G t,s := G Ωt,s . Proposition 1.5. The Green's function G t,s (0, ·) for the domain Ω t,s with singularity at the origin and 0 < t, s < (24π + 1) −1 admits the lower bound
Proof. We follow the argument from the proof of Proposition 1.4. Write
we have
(1.20)
In view of (1.17), (1.20) and Proposition 1.1, it follows from the Maximum Principle that
We apply the upper bound for the harmonic measure (1.10)
so for l = 1/24, k = 24π + 1 we come to
as claimed.
Harmonic majorant.
The result below concerns particular subharmonic functions and their harmonic majorants. Proposition 1.6. Given two compact sets E and F on the unit circle, and a, b ≥ 0, assume that ρ
is subharmonic and admits the harmonic majorant
.
Proof. The case a = b = 0 is trivial, so let a + b > 0. By [14, Theorem 2.4.7] , the function v a,b (z) = sup ξ∈E, η∈F
The standard Maximum Principle states that
The bound (1.22) is now immediate from the latter inequality as r → 1 − 0 due to (1.23) and the Lebesgue Dominated convergence theorem. Remark 1.7. As a matter of fact, P a,b is the least harmonic majorant for v a,b , see, e.g., [8, pp.36-37 ].
1.4. Layer cake representation. A key ingredient in our argument is the fundamental result in Analysis, known as the "layer cake representation" (LCR) see, e.g., [13, Theorem 1.13] . Theorem LCR. Let (Λ, ν) be a measure space, and h ≥ 0 a measurable function on Λ. Then for c > 0 the equality holds
In what follows we make use of the two-dimensional analogue of this result. Proposition 1.8. Let f, g ≥ 0 be measurable functions on the measure space (Λ, σ), and α, β > 0. Then
( 1.25) Proof. We apply the LCR (1.24) twice. Put ν(dτ ) := g β σ(dτ ), so
Write Λ x := {τ : f (τ ) > x}, and apply (1.24) once again
so Fubini's theorem completes the proof.
Problem with two compact sets
Let us go back to our main problem concerning the Blaschke-type condition for the Riesz measure of the subharmonic function which can grow at the direction of two sets of singularities on the unit circle.
As a warm-up, we prove the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that E and F are two compact sets on T so that (0.4) holds with a = p, b = q. For each subharmonic function v ∈ S p,q (E, F ), v(0) ≥ 0, with the Riesz measure µ, the Blaschke condition holds
Proof. By Proposition 1.6, v admits the harmonic majorant U = M P p,q with
Relation (0.9) completes the proof. The case when min(p, q) = 0, so we actually have one compact set, was elaborated in [6] .
The main result of the paper, Theorem 0.1, concerns the rest of the values for a and b, that is, either 0 ≤ a < p or 0 ≤ b < q.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. (i). We proceed in three steps, following the procedure outlined in Introduction.
Step 1. Write the hypothesis (0.3) as
In view of (1.16), Proposition 1.6, and the Maximum Principle, we come to the bound
Step 2. Relation (0.8) now reads
By Proposition 1.5 with κ = 24π + 1, one has Ωκt,κs
we end up with the bound (2.2)
Step 3. The LCR theorem comes into play here. By Proposition 1.8 with
But, due to (2.2),
and the first statement is proved.
(ii). Assume now that 0 ≤ a < p and b ≥ q. The argument is the same but simpler, as we appeal to the domain Ω t (E) and the standard one-dimensional LCR theorem (1.24). Indeed, as in Step 1, we have
Next, relation (0.8) provides
Ωt(E)
so, by Proposition 1.4 with κ = 12π + 1,
, and so for ξ = 2κt we have
An application of LCR theorem in the form (1.24) with
leads to the first Blaschke-type condition in (0.6). The proof of the second one is identical. ✷ The case a = b = 0 is important, for there are no integrability assumptions whatsoever.
Corollary 2.2. Given two compact sets E, F on T, let a subharmonic function v, v(0) ≥ 0, belong to S p,q (E, F ). Then for each ε > 0 there is a constant C = C(p, q, ε) so that
The results of Theorem 0.1 can be extended to the case of n compact sets on the unit circle with no additional efforts. Theorem 2.3. Let K 1 , . . . , K n be compact subsets of T, and let v be a subharmonic function on D with Riesz measure µ such that v(0) ≥ 0 and
Suppose that ρ
for some
Then for each ε > 0 there is a constant C = C(p 1 , . . . , p n , a 1 , . . . , a k , ε) so that
In view of further applications, let us mention a special case of subharmonic functions v = log |f | with f analytic on the unit disk.
Corollary 2.4. Let an analytic function f , |f (0)| ≥ 1, satisfy the growth condition
with two compact sets E, F on the unit circle. Assume that the relation (0.4) holds for some 0 ≤ a < p and 0 ≤ b < q. Then for each ε > 0 there is a constant C = C(p, q, a, b, ε) so that
where {λ n } n≥1 are the zeros of f counting multiplicity.
Next, we consider the situation where the integrability assumptions are imposed on ρ E and ρ F separately. At the moment the following partial result is available.
Proof. We focus on two particular cases of Theorem 0.1, namely, a = 0, b = q and a = p, b = 0. The corresponding conditions (0.4) agree with (2.5). It follows from (0.6) that
for arbitrary ε > 0. We choose this parameter from the condition
The argument below is quite elementary. Let 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 2. If y ≤ x, we have, by (2.8),
Similarly, for x ≤ y
So, for each 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 2 we have
It remains only to put x := ρ E (λ), y := ρ F (λ) and make use of (2.7). The proof is complete. Since v 1 (0) > −∞, we again get the conclusions of the quantitative type similar to (2.9).
We complete the paper with the result which demonstrates the optimal character of the bound (0.5) in Theorem 0.1.
Given a compact set K ⊂ T, define the value
It is clear that 0 ≤ δ(K) ≤ 1. The equality Choose two disjoint compact sets E and F with δ(E) > 0, δ(F ) > 0. By the definition,
∈ L 1 (T), 0 < ε < min(δ(E), δ(F )), and so (0.4) holds with a = δ(E) − ε, b = δ(F ) − ε (E and F are disjoint).
On the other hand,
and, by (2.10), I(δ(E) + ε, E) = I(δ(F ) + ε, F ) = +∞.
In notation (1.6) we take t, s small enough so that (2.11) D
